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Modelling Turbulence Effect in Formation of Zonal Winds
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Abstract: A turbulence-affected mechanism of formation of zonal winds in the Earth’s troposphere is discussed from the
perspective of the theory of rotationally anisotropic turbulence (the RAT theory). The turbulence effect is explained as an
action of the turbulence rotational viscosity introduced within the RAT theory to characterize the shear in relative rotation
(determined as the difference between the average angular velocity of eddy rotation and the vorticity of the average velocity field). The effect manifests in the form of an additive correction to the wind velocity predicted by the geostrophic approach. It is shown that the accounted turbulence effect decreases the westerlies’ velocity predicted by the geostrophic approach at lower latitudes and can be used to explain the formation of easterlies (trade winds) in the equatorial zone without any necessity of assigning the geopotential a local minimum, at the Equator which is required to explain the trade
winds within the purely geostrophic approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Predominantly zonal winds (ZW) in the Earth’s atmosphere (westerlies at middle latitudes and trade winds in the
equatorial zone) are of special interest not only because of
their global significance to the Earth’s climate and navigation, but also because they represent a motion pattern common to all planetary atmospheres. One of the problems of
ZW requiring additional discussion is the turbulence effect in
the formation of ZW. Although the contemporary hydromechanics have developed several methods for such discussion,
most of these methods are founded on capacious numerical
procedures, presentings the situation with great number of
details accounted [1-4] which may mask the physical essence
of the effects under investigation. In order to present more
distinctly the turbulence effect in ZW formation it is appropriate to complement numerical methods with a description
set up immediately in terms of average quantities. Nevertheless, the conventional turbulence mechanics (CTM), supposed to be found this type of turbulence descriptions, does
not meet expectations. In particular, CTM does not account
for effects caused by the preferred orientation of eddy rotation, which remarkably constricts its applicability. The theory in [5-9] (concisely outlined in Section 2 as the rotationally anisotropic turbulence (RAT) theory) removes the constriction. The RAT theory treats the turbulence according to
the Richardson-Kolmogorov turbulence conception [21, 22]
as a stochastic form of fluids motion constituted by a hierarchy of eddies of different scales, whereas the eddies of the
largest scales, immediately interacting with the average flow,
have a preferred orientation of rotation.
By accounting for effects of the preferred orientation of
eddy rotation the RAT theory augments the turbulence average description and provides the turbulent media with
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additional physical properties. The current paper exploits one
of these properties, the turbulence rotational viscosity, for
outlining the turbulence effect in formation of the ZW velocity field in the Earth’s troposphere. The discussion is performed within a model similar to the model [10, 11] treating
the turbulence effect in the formation of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current velocity field. This paper discusses the
turbulence effect in the ZW formation in the Earth’s atmosphere which complements former geophysical applications
of the RAT theory. In addition to the mentioned Antarctic
Circumpolar Current problem, the problems of the ocean
upper layer dynamics [12, 13], of the formation of the Gibraltar Salinity Anomaly [14], of the formation of flows over
varying bottom topography [15] and of the momentum transfer and energy conversion processes in the Gulf Stream area
[16] have been considered.
2. The RAT Theory
The RAT theory [5-9] realizes a generalized setup of
turbulence average description proceeding from distinguishing of the velocity fluctuations at each flow field point (in
addition to their magnitude and orientation) by the curvature
of the velocity fluctuation streamlines passing the point. The
generalization is formalized by inclusion of the curvature
radius of the velocity fluctuation streamlines R into the set
of arguments of the probability distribution, specifying the
applied

averaging.

(R

= e / s e / s

2

,

where

e = v  / v  , in which v  is the velocity fluctuation,
v  = v  , and s is the length of the v  streamline curve).
The specified averaging permits the definition of quantity

M = v ' R (angular brackets denote statistical averaging
in the sense specified above) having the physical sense of
internal moment of momentum (angular momentum, spin) of
the turbulent flow field and playing the role of a dynamical
2008 Bentham Open
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measure of a preferred orientation of eddy rotation. The
definition of M is coupled with definition

 = v '

R
e
= v 
.
2
s
R

Quantity  has the sense of the average angular velocity of eddies’ rotation. It is natural to interconnect the moment of momentum M with the angular velocity of rotation
 by relation M = J , where J defines the effective
moment of inertia, the square root of which determines the
characteristic spatial scale of eddies contributing to the preferred orientation of eddy rotation.
The description of motion of turbulent media with
M  0 should be set up within the conservation laws for
the average momentum (the Reynolds equation), for the
0

moment of momentum M and for energy K , determined
as the difference between the total turbulent energy

K=

1
2

v 2

and energy

K  = 12 M   . The turbulent

stress tensor is determined within the suggested setup of
turbulence mechanics as asymmetric with the antisymmetric
constituent describing the interaction of the average flow
with the turbulence constituent contributing to the condition
M  0 . The asymmetry of the turbulent stress tensor declares that the condition M  0 turns (in general) the probability distribution non-invariant in respect to permutation of
its arguments - the velocity fluctuation components.
The closure problem, immanent to any average turbulence description, is solved in the RAT theory in agreement
with the methodology applied in formulation of descriptions
of micropolar fluids [17-20]. The methodology connects the
generalized forces of the description linearly with the corresponding generalized velocities. In particular, the applied
method connects the dual vector to the antisymmetric constituent of the turbulent stress tensor  (the components of

 are defined as  k = eijk Rij , where eijk denote the com-

ponents of Levi-Civita tensor,

Rij denote components of the

turbulent stress tensor and the Einstein summation is assumed) to the angular velocity of relative rotation    ,
where
(u

 = 12   u is the vorticity of the average flow

= v , where v is actual velocity and the coefficient 

in the definition of vorticity is included for terminological
convenience), by

 = 4 (   ).

(1)

Coefficient  > 0 (characterizing the shear in relative
rotation) introduced in (1) is the coefficient of rotational
viscosity having the dimension of kinematic velocity (m2s-1)
but differing from the latter by its physical sense.
The quoted in the introduction geophysical models have
applied the RAT theory within a simplification follow-

ing from the Richardson-Kolmogorov turbulence conception
[21, 22]. The simplification stands in neglecting the turbulence constituent not contributing to the preferred orientation
of eddy rotation in the average flow-turbulence interaction
description. In terms of the turbulence viscosity it means
considering the effects of the turbulence shear viscosity,
which mediates the average flow interaction with the turbulence constituent not contributing to the preferred orientation
of eddy rotation, negligibly small if compared with the effects of the turbulence rotational viscosity, which realizes the
average flow interaction with the turbulence constituent
contributing to the preferred orientation of eddy rotation.
The present paper applies the same simplification.
3. MODEL OF ZONAL WINDS IN THE EARTH’S
ATMOSPHERE
3.1. Model Setup
The model specifies the Earth’s atmosphere as a turbulent gas layer covering the Earth (modeled as a solid sphere
rotating with angular velocity  ) with the thickness much
smaller than the Earth’s radius r . The motion is considered
in the right-hand spherical co-ordinate system  ,  , z ,
0

(

)

 is longitude,  is latitude (  <  < ) and z
is height (with z = 0 on the solid sphere). It is assumed that
density  and the wind velocity u , determined as statistically average quantities, are specified as  =  ( , z ) and
u = (u ( , z ),0,0 ), i.e. do not depend on the zonal direcwhere


2


2

tion.
The suggested model is aimed to describe the effect of a
preferred orientation of turbulent eddies rotation on the zonal
winds formation. As including notions introduced within the
RAT theory the model treats the RAT theory (Section 2) as
an inseparable part of the discussion.
3.2. Geostrophic Model of ZW
Firstly consider stationary balance condition

 p + 2 u   0 + g =0,

(2)

neglecting the turbulence viscosity effects. In (2), besides the
quantities explained above,  = (r 1 (cos )1  /  , r 1 /  ,  / z ) ,

p is the average pressure and g = (0,0, g ) is the gravi-

tational acceleration. The geostrophic model of ZW stems
from (2) for the vertical constituent of the Coriolis force
considered as negligibly small with respect to g and p , z .
From (2) in this case it follows that

p, z =  g and

u =  p, /  r f , where f = 2 0 sin  is the Coriolis
parameter and the index following comma denotes differentiation with respect to the corresponding coordinate. Using
geopotential  = gz , connected with the pressure by

 /  =  1p /  , the expression for the wind velocity u can be written as
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 ,
,
r f

4

1
 ,
2 0

 =0

.

(4)

Expressions (3) and (4) show that the wind velocity u ,
predicted by the geostrophic approach, can agree with the
observed easterlies in the equatorial region only if the geopotential extremum, specified as the local minimum, is located
at the Equator.
In order to estimate the effect of restrictions imposed to
the geopotential behavior by the geostrophic approach let us
consider the geopotential distribution (Fig. 1) calculated by
formula

 =  R  Td ln p

2

-2

400 hPa

-4

Differentiating (3) in respect to  and accounting for
sin  = 0 and cos  = 1 at the Equator we have from (3)

u (0) = 

2

850 hPa
0

-2
-10°

p

(5)

p0

from [23], where

1

R = 287 J kg K

1

is the gas constant,

T is the zonal average air temperature (measured in K )
and p0 is the pressure at z = 0 , from the data set from the

()

period 1958-1973 [24]. The estimated geopotential  
(Fig. 1) and the calculated profiles of its first longitudinal
derivative,

 , for  15  <  < 15  , depicted in Fig. (2),

show that the geopotential extremum appears to be maximum and is located to the north of Equator i.e. the geostrophic approach to the ZW calculation does not comply with
the geopotential distribution estimated from data.

400 hPa
6
450 hPa

4

2 -2

0°
Latitude

10°

Fig. (2). Zonal geopotential derivative in respect to latitude,

 ( ),

for pressure levels 400 to 850 hPa with step 50 hPa.

In order to harmonize the geopotential distribution with
the observed meridional velocity distribution in the geostrophic approach it has been rather common so far to accept a
relatively small (in the limits of assumed estimation error)
modification of geopotential values in the near-Equatorial
region to satisfy the required criteria (see the COSPAR International Reference Atmosphere (CIRA-86) reanalysis [25]
for troposphere based on data compiled by Oort [24] and the
reanalysis data from 1968-1996 provided by the NOAACIRES Climate Diagnostics Center, Boulder, Colorado, on
their web site at http://www.cdc.noaa.gov).
3.3. Turbulence Effect in the ZW Formation

8

Geopotential (10 m s )
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(3)
Geopotential derivative (10 m s )

u=
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Fig. (1). Latitudinal distribution of zonal mean geopotential

 ( )

for pressure levels 400 to 850 hPa estimated from data compiled by
Oort (1983).

It is commonly believed [23] that accounting for the
turbulence effect can overcome the shortcomings of the
geostrophical model. In this case the balance condition (2) is
replaced by

 p + F + 2 u   0 + g =0,

(6)

where F is the divergence of the turbulent stress tensor, the
components Fi of which are defined as Fi = Rij , j , where
the index following comma denote differentiation in respect
to the corresponding spatial coordinate and the Einstein’s
summation is assumed. The balance condition (6) requiring a
specification of F relates the ZW description to the specifics of the selected turbulence model. Therefore, dependent
on the selected turbulence model, the balance condition (6)
can be used to found different particular ZW models accounting for the turbulence effect.
In the model discussed in the following,
according to the RAT theory as

F=

1
  .
2

F is specified
(7)
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 is determined in (1) ( Fi = Rij , j = 12 eijk  k , j ).
Substituting F from (7) into (6) we have

J (u ) ( +  0 ) + J    0 respectively and for
the steady and zonally homogenous M from (9) it follows

1
 p +    + 2 u   0 + g =0,
2

   4 ( +  0 ) + m + J (u ) ( +  0 )
+ 2 J    0 = 0
(12)

where

(8)

Equation (8) is similar to the respective equation exploited [11] in the context of discussion of the turbulence
effect in the formation of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current
velocity field. Unlike the discussion in [11] equation (8) is
not restricted by the Boussinesq approximation.
Let

u = u g + u ag ,
where u = (u ,0,0) is the geostrophic velocity constituent satisfying (8) for the turbulence effect absent and
g

= (u ,0,0) is the ageostrophic turbulence-induced
g
correction to u . Accounting for (1) with  = 0 and
u

ag

ag

assuming that the medium turbulence does not violate the
hydrostatic balance condition (3), from the vertical projection of (8) we have

u

ag


(  cos ), .
=
0
r cos 2 

(9)

Expression (9) specifies the turbulence effect on the
zonal wind velocity as caused by the turbulence rotational
viscosity (   0 ). (For u from (9) the meridional projection of (8) determines the turbulence-caused meridional
pressure force constituent while the zonal projection of (8)
establishes the relation between  z and   .) Let us stress
ag

that unlike discussed in 3.2. geostrophic approach neglecting
the vertical constituent of the Coriolis force, the deduction of
expression (9) just makes use of this Coriolis force vertical
constituent.

  equation (8) should be complemented
by the equation for the moment of momentum M . NeglectTo determine

ing, similar to the model discussed in [11], the effects of
diffusion of the moment of momentum M , for the body
force acting on the medium specified as the gravitational
force, this equation in a non-rotating frame reads as [5-7]



d
M =    4 + m + J (u )  ,
dt

where d / dt =
ing the effect of

(10)

 / t + u   ,  is the coefficient measurM decay due to the cascade scattering and

m = g   R .

(11)

When written in the coordinate system rotating with

 , dM / dt and
J (u )  in (10) are replaced by  +  0 ,
dM / dt +  0  M and

angular velocity

0

the quantities

considered to be small if compared to the other terms of (12),
we shall have

   4 ( +  0 ) + m = 0 .

u in (8) be presented as the sum
g

from which, for the last two terms on the left side of (12)

(13)

(The balance condition (13) differs from the corresponding balance condition applied in [11] only by specification of
the density which is not restricted in (13) by the Boussinesq
approximation.) The specification of

 R in the form [9,

11]

 R = k1    k 2 
determines

(14)

m , specified by (11), in (13) as

[

]

m =  k1 (  g )1ˆ  ( ) g   + k 2  g , (15)
which closes (13) to determine  . In (15) 1̂ is unit tensor.
From (15) it follows that coefficients k1 and k 2 , introduced
by (14), quantify the effects of stratification and baroclinic
instability on the turbulent eddy rotation, respectively. As far
as the stable stratification suppresses and the baroclinic instability feeds the turbulence, the coefficients k1 and k 2 are
determined positive.
Using (15) and (1) from (13) we shall have

 = 

c 2  ,
;
r 1  c1  , z

(16)

 =

1    0 cos  c1
+  z  ;
 +
1  c1  , z
c2

z =

1
 z   0 sin  ,
 +

(

)

(17)

(18)

c1 = k1 g / 4( +  ) , c2 = k2 g / 4( +  ) . Acag
counting for (16), expression (9) for u can be rewritten as
where

u ag = 

  , cos 
c2

0
2
r  cos   1  c1  , z

.

2

(19)

,

Assuming the scaling property of turbulence, the coefficients  ,  , k1 and k 2 appear proportional to the effective

J [8] and therefore the expressions (16) –
(19) depend on the spatial scale  = J of the turbulence

moment of inertia

constituent contributing to the preferred orientation of eddy
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rotation. In particular, from (19) it follows that
portional to
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u ag is pro-

J = 2 .

and

F2 ( ) =

3.4. Model Analysis
Consider a situation with horizontally homogeneous
density field and with the stratification strong enough to
depress   and   i.e. stating that   =   =0. According to (9) and (18) we have in this case

u

ag

 ,

ag

and consequently of u , in this case as accompanied by an
inclination of the preferred orientation of turbulent eddies’
axes from their vertical direction, caused by the nonhomogenous meridional density distribution.
To analyze the structure of
sider pressure p and density
with height
where

ag

u predicted by (19) con exponentially decreasing

p = p 0 exp(z ) and  =  0 ( ) exp(z ) ,

p 0 and  0 ( ) denote pressure and density on the

reference level ( z

= 0 ), while  0 ( ) is symmetrical in

f ( , p ) =

1
p
1 +  (  0 ( ))
p0

For the constituted above properties of

F1 ( ) appears positive with two maximums located at inflection points of the density meridional distribution and
with zero value at the equator. Unlike F1 ( ) , function

F2 ( ) is zero at the inflection points and has three extremums – at the equator and one on each side of the equator
between the maximums of F1 ( ) and the poles. For the
density increasing to the poles F2 ( ) is negative at the
ag

equator. Expression (21) specifies u as a linear combination of F1 ( ) and F2 ( ) with their relative weights determined by

f ( , p ) .

ag

displays the turbulence
The sketched structure of u
effect on the ZW as increasing the wind velocity at higher
latitudes and decreasing the wind velocity at lower latitudes.
ag

 0 ( ) =  (p = p 0 ,  )). Expression (20) deter-

approach. Let us note that although

ence does not change the assertions made.
3.5. The Model Applied to the Actual Atmospheric Data
Fig. (3) collects the data for

shall have

 ( , p) =  0 ( )

 ( )


p
,
,z =
p, z =  g 0
 =  (  0 ( )) 2
p
p0
c1
p0
 = c1 g / p 0 = const and expression (19) for u

ag

shall become


c 2
p
f ( , p)  f ( , p)
F1 ( )  F2 ( ) (21)
2 0
p0
r 


in which
F1 ( ) =

 0 ( ) , function

   2 depends on 
(due to the presumed dependence of  on  ), this depend-

p
p0

mines the meridional density distributions at different pressure levels as self-similar. It reduces the density distributions
on different pressure levels to a single density distribution on
the reference level. Using (20) and (3) for  , z in (19) we

u ag =

.

2

(20)

 =  ( , p ) =  0 ( )

where

,

The decrease includes the formation of negative u in the
equatorial zone i.e. the turbulence can explain the equatorial
easterlies. The increase of the wind velocity at higher latitudes and its decrease at lower latitudes is accompanied with
a shift of the location of the westerlies maximums to the
poles if compared with the prediction of purely geostrophic

respect to the equator and increases to the poles with its
gradient vanishing at the equator and at the poles. In terms of
variables  and p we have for  in this case

where

)

are functions determined by the density distribution at the
reference level, and

 z  0 . The latter condition means the turbulence with the

the stratification. It is easy to imagine the generation of

(

1
 ( ) cos 
0 ( ) cos 2  0 ,

= 0 and

average angular velocity of eddy rotation orientated vertically. The situation changes if the density varies in meridional direction with the meridional gradient large enough to
generate   . Consider   still remaining suppressed by
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(

2
0 ( ),
cos 

)

2

>0

where

(

)

0 ( ) calculated from

p
+ * ,
p0

 * = 0.127 kg m -3 ,

(22)

p0 = 1000 hPa

and

  , p is the average density meridional distribution
estimated from the temperature and humidity data compiled
by Oort [24] for the pressure levels from 400 to 850 hPa with
the step of 50 hPa. The data are approximated by
 0 ( ) = a0  a1 exp(b1 4 )  a2 exp(b2 2 ) ,

where
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-3

Normalized density (kg m )

1.25

creases the wind velocity at higher latitudes, decreases the
wind velocity at lower latitudes (if compared with the
geostrophic ZW velocity prediction) and can explain easterlies in the equatorial zone. The increase of the wind velocity
at higher latitudes and its decrease at lower latitudes is accompanied with a shift of the location of the westerlies
maximums to the poles if compared with the geostrophic
prediction. The suggested model does not require the geopotential local minimum at the Equator to explain the easterlies
in the equatorial zone.

1.20

1.15

20
1.10

15
400 hPa
-1

Velocity (m s )

1.05

-80°

-40°

0°
Latitude

Fig. (3). Normalized zonal density

40°

80°

0 ( ) vs. latitude (dots) and

600 hPa

10

5

its approximation (curve).

850 hPa

a0 , a1 , b1 , a2 , b2 are constants (curve in Fig. (3)). Fig. (4)
presents

calculations

for

u g (dashed

curves)

and

u = u + u (curves) together with the wind data (markers) for 400, 600 and 850 hPa. The calculations are performed for the northern hemisphere, which is much more
densely populated by the original observation data than the
southern hemisphere [24, 26]. The geostrophic wind is calculated from the geopotential shown in Fig. (1) modified in the
g

0

ag

interval  15 <  < 15 to make the geopotential maximum location coinciding with the Equator. The geopotential
values alteration within the indicated latitude interval did not




-5
0°

20°

Fig. (4). Geostrophic

40°
Latitude

u g ( ) (dashed
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 =  0 cos  , for  = c1 g / p0 = 1 m 6 kg 2 and
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= 6 m s 1 . Fig. (4) exemplifies the main corollaries
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